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Preverco creates trends and breathes new life into 

design projects with grace, style and avant-gardism. 

As partners of your decorating projects, we tailor  

our products to your vision. Our innovative, high-

quality flooring is the fruit of over 25 years of  

expertise in interior finishes. Our team’s passion  

guarantees you high-end style to create the  

ambiance of your dreams. 

Find inspiration on our website, at   
preverco.com.

CReating 
aMBianCe
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Begin with the space you have to work with.  

Analyze it and the ambiance you wish to create: 

classic, country, contemporary or eclectic. Do you 

want to give off a feeling of grandeur, make the 

atmosphere more inviting or add a touch of 

whimsy?  

To enhance a large room, choose flooring with long 

and wide boards. For a smaller area, choose  narrow  

boards instead. Adding a stain can also help personalize 

your decor. A darker wood will instantly shroud your 

space in a warm ambiance. 

Lastly, your choice of flooring will depend on the 

location and the subfloor underneath. For a higher 

traffic area, for instance, choose a harder wood species 

or a textured finish.



the Most versatile offering  

on the Market

The PreLoc, Engenius and SolidGenius platforms 

are perfect for condos and basements. 

The SolidClassic platform is used more for 

the main and upper floors of a house.

Install on main and upper floors.

Install on basement, main  

and upper floors.

Install on basement, main  

and upper floors.

Install on basement, main  

and upper floors.

house condo

hardness of species (coMpared to red oak)

(classified according to the Janka hardness coefficient)

relative hardness of hardWood species

The Janka test measures the force required to 

embed a metal ball (0.444 inches) to a depth of 

half its diameter in wood. 

The number indicates how much pressure  

is needed for the ball to penetrate the wood. 

The higher the number, the harder the wood.

You can have a solid wood floor (SolidClassic) in your basement or condo  
if you first install a subfloor over the concrete that you can nail the floor into.

solidclassictM

Traditional solid wood floor.

solidgeniustM

Engineered floor 19 mm (≈3/4”) thick and 
composed of a 4 mm (≈5/32”) hardwood  
top layer on a 15 mm (≈19/32”) Baltic Birch 
plywood comprising 11 layers. Random board 
lengths up to 7’ for a more natural look.

engenius®

Engineered floor 12 mm (≈1/2”) thick and  
composed of a 3 mm (≈1/8”) hardwood 
top layer on a 9 mm (≈3/8”) Baltic Birch  
plywood comprising 7 layers. Random 
board lengths up to 7’ for a more natural look.

preloctM

Engenius flooring with self-locking joints for 
quick installation.* Random board lengths 
up to 7’ for a more natural look.
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*  Used under licence from the Swedish company  
Välinge Innovation.
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(19 mm)
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Focus your design on one element and work the rest 

around it. The focal point can be a very original piece 

of furniture or an existing architectural component.  

For example, pair a nice brick wall with leather  

furniture to add luxury and charm to the ambiance. 

An original covering like flooring is a component 

you can build your environment around. Flooring 

can also be used to enhance your focal point.

StaRt WitH  
a FOCaL POint

White Oak, Brushed texture, Broadway Yellow Birch, Wave texture, colour Maldives



Wave teXture Brushed teXture oiled finish

uniQue finishes  

and teXtures

A unique brushing process 

accentuates the original 

grain and texture of the 

wood. This technique  

gives the wood a lot  

of texture and exceptional 

wear resistance.

A time-proven technique  

that enhances the natural  

beauty of the wood,  

creating a genuine  

and natural look.

Whether warm, subtle, surprising or intense, wood flooring colours marry well with all types  

of interior design. Our innovative finishes and textures that are unique on the market will add  

a lot of personality to your room.

Wood with a wavy texture, 

for a striking effect—gives  

the impression of having 

been reworked numerous 

times by a craftsman.

Hickory, Wave texture,  
colour Tofino

Red Oak, Brushed texture, 
colour Kilimanjaro

White Oak, oiled,  
colour Stockholm



It costs less to change the colour of your walls 

than to buy furniture or new wood flooring. Invest 

wisely by choosing your paint colour at the very 

end. Your floor will last you several years, so choose 

it carefully. Thanks to SigmaTM Protection, your 

flooring will stay beautiful for a long time to come, 

and you can enjoy your decor without worrying 

about wear.

CHOOSe tHe  
Paint COLOUR LaSt
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Yellow Birch,  
colour Cappuccino

Natural Walnut,  
Nuance



Confident that its hardwood floors 

are in a league of their own, Preverco 

does not hesitate to provide them 

with exceptional protection: a 35-year 

warranty on all residential flooring 

covered with the SigmaTM finish.

WARRANTY

YeAR

PReVeRCO



sigMatM finish

By tightly controlling every stage of the hardwood 

floor manufacturing process, from wood selection 

to finishing, Preverco managed to create an 

innovative product: SigmaTM Protection, the most 

durable f inish on the market with a number 

of benefits.

sMoothness and clarity

•	 Offers	a	satin	surface

•	 Unique	multicoat	finishing	process,	with	hardened	 

and micro-sanded coats

Wear resistance

•		 Ensures	high	wear	resistance

•	 Exceptional	hardness	thanks	to	the	unique	finishing	process	 

and the addition of aluminum oxide and nanoparticles

uv resistance

•	 Delays	the	onset	of	photochemical	degradation	and	yellowing,	

as confirmed by QUV lab tests 

ultra-fresh  

antiMicroBial protection

•	 Prevents	mildew	formation	and	bacterial	growth

•	 Makes	floors	easier	to	maintain	

•	 Safer	for	health

air Quality

•	 Is	free	of	toxic	volatile	organic	compounds	(VOCs)

Semi-gloss

Gloss level: 40°

Matte

Gloss level: 10°



Ash, Brushed texture, colour Komodo



Opt for contrast to highlight your focal point. Try to 

keep your decor balanced by avoiding an excess of 

objects, patterns and accessories. Aim for a good 

blend of colours and nuances in materials and  

textures. Focus on creating harmony between your 

decoration elements rather than symmetry.

Choosing colours in a room can be a real challenge. 

Don’t hesitate to check with an interior designer or 

specialized magazines. You can also look on our 

website for inspiration, tips and tricks. As a general 

rule, choose a colour you love that really speaks to 

you. For a darker room, choose a lighter shade.

To make it easier for you to decide, we have  

simplified the classification of our products. We 

grouped them together into four different looks 

with evocative names, to help guide your plans.

aiM FOR BaLanCe  
anD COntRaSt
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Walnut, Variation



n

nUanCe nUanCe – Moderate colour variation 

general description 

A blend of wood with moderate colour variation.

Key characteristics
A relatively uniform natural colour with slight shade variation 
and small knots (maximum diameter of 3/16” or 5 mm).

p

PURe PURe – Minor colour variation  

general description 

A blend of wood with minor colour variation.

Key characteristics
A lighter and more uniform natural colour, with a limited  
number of small knots (maximum diameter of 3/16” or 5 mm).

V

vaRiatiOn vaRiatiOn – Pronounced colour variation 

general description 

A blend of wood with pronounced colour variation that  
combines the natural colours of heartwood and sapwood. 
Darker and more visible wood grain.

Key characteristics
Natural colour that includes all colour variations and small knots 
(maximum diameter of 3/16” or 5 mm).

vaRiatiOn WitH KnOtS  –  
Pronounced colour variation with knots 

general description 

A blend of wood with pronounced colour variation that  
combines the natural colours of heartwood and sapwood with 
knots. Darker and more visible wood grain.

Key characteristics
Natural colour that includes all colour variations, small  
and sound filled knots of up to 2” or 50 mm.

vaRiatiOn  
WitH KnOtS

V+

OakHard Maple Yellow Birch



n

nUanCe nUanCe – Moderate colour variation 

general description 

A blend of wood with moderate colour variation.

Key characteristics
A relatively uniform natural colour with slight shade variation 
and small knots (maximum diameter of 3/16” or 5 mm).

p

PURe PURe – Minor colour variation  

general description 

A blend of wood with minor colour variation.

Key characteristics
A lighter and more uniform natural colour, with a limited  
number of small knots (maximum diameter of 3/16” or 5 mm).

V

vaRiatiOn vaRiatiOn – Pronounced colour variation 

general description 

A blend of wood with pronounced colour variation that  
combines the natural colours of heartwood and sapwood. 
Darker and more visible wood grain.

Key characteristics
Natural colour that includes all colour variations and small knots 
(maximum diameter of 3/16” or 5 mm).

vaRiatiOn WitH KnOtS  –  
Pronounced colour variation with knots 

general description 

A blend of wood with pronounced colour variation that  
combines the natural colours of heartwood and sapwood with 
knots. Darker and more visible wood grain.

Key characteristics
Natural colour that includes all colour variations, small  
and sound filled knots of up to 2” or 50 mm.

vaRiatiOn  
WitH KnOtS

V+

OakHard Maple Yellow Birch



Interior design should not be a complicated chore. 

The most important thing is for your decor to reflect 

your personality and for you to feel good in it. Since 

you’re going to be living in that environment, you 

need to love it.  

Ignore trends and don’t hesitate to mix and match 

styles to create the ambiance of your dreams. 

Textured country-style flooring can add a lot of  

character to urban interiors, so why not?

Dare to do as you please and have fun doing it.

ignORe  
tHe RULeS
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285 de rotterdam street

saint-augustin-de-desmaures, Quebec  g3a 2e5, canada  

1-800-667-2725   i   preverco.com

froM the forest to your hoMe,  

a sustainaBle relationship

Preverco understands that the future is shaped  

today. We are certified by the FSC® (Forest Stewardship 

Council®), SFI® (Sustainable Forestry Initiative®) and 

PEFC® (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest 

Certification®). We encourage environmentally 

friendly forest management practices and do  

business only with companies that promote  

selective logging and forest regeneration. 

Wood waste generated by our company is recycled 

by various other industries. Our environmental 

philosophy is simple: use materials wisely, without 

waste. Preverco is a proud financial partner of  

government agencies that share our objectives.

Preverco has been growing successfully since 

1988. Thanks to the exceptionally high quality of its 

products and a constant drive for innovation, it is 

now an industry leader. 

In addition to offering a superior product, we’re 

pushing the envelope to enhance our production 

process and further influence future trends. 

As creators of ambiance and style, Preverco  

inspires your designs and breathes new life into 

your decorating projects. For more information, 

check out our website at preverco.com.

aBout us

SFI-01251

PEFC/26-31-71

Promoting Sustainable 
Forest Management

www.pefc.org
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